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“GETTING TO KNOW ME” 

 

Fill in the blanks or circle all that apply 

 

My Name: ____________________________ My Date of Birth: ____________________ 

 

My general mood is:  happy  fussy  colicky  sleepy  other _________________ 

 

This is my first time away from Mommy and Daddy:  Yes  or  No 

 

At school, I will be on:  breast milk bottles formula bottles  

 

At home I am:   nursing  have been weaned to bottles both 

 

I usually have a bottle every ____hours. I can have my bottle as early as every____ hours, or as late as every ____ 

hours.  My bottles are usually ____oz. 

 

I like my bottle:  room temp  warm  cold 

 

I usually finish my entire bottle at each feeding:  Yes  or  No 

 

I usually burp:  easily  after several minutes. 

 

I like to be burped:  midway through my bottle  OR  at the end of my bottle. 

 

I spit up:  rarely  often  strictly after eating          all throughout the day 

 

I am eating solid foods:   Yes  or  No       (If yes, please complete the attached eating schedule.) 

 

My general nap schedule: 

 

Morning ______________________  Mid-day_______________________ 

 

Afternoon______________________ 

 

My naps can be as short as ______________________ or as long as ______________________ 

 

My naptime routine includes:                                                                                  

 



 

 

I have a special comfort item when I nap:  Yes  or  No   

If Yes, it is my_________________________. 

 

I use a pacifier when sleeping:  Yes  or  No 

 

I suck my thumb:  Yes  or  No 

 

I like to sleep with:  a sound machine lullabies playing softly neither 

 

I am a:  very light sleeper  medium light sleeper   sound sleeper 

 

If you try to transfer me to my crib from a swing or bouncy seat, I will (check one):  

___keep sleeping   

___immediately wake up and will not go back to sleep  

___will go back to sleep with a little comforting. 

 

Are there any physical disabilities or medical conditions that require accommodations or services?  If yes, please 

explain: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

More important information or special instructions to help take care of me: ___________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

______________________________’s eating schedule: 

Morning Snack Lunch PM Snack 

    

   


